Tennis Team Edges Wesleyan 5-4 For 3rd Win In Row

By Ray Solomon

MIT's varsity Lacrosse Team scored a point last week by dropping Holy Cross, 12-11, Wednesday, and falling before Bates College by the score of 6-2, Friday.

Bates Scores On 6 Hits

Tech Nine Drops Fray, 5-2

Bates College dealt MIT its sixth varsity baseball loss Saturday, April 21, by edging out Wesleyan 5-4. Under sunny skies with excellent playing conditions, the match turned out to be one of the more exciting this season.

Tech Takes 4 Singles

Best Anonymous. '62 took number one singles 6-1, 6-2, Charles Heinrich '62 at number two, won 6-2, 6-3, Nick Charney '63 lost to Eric Blum after three sets 6-4, 6-4, 6-2. Marty Ormond '64 took number two doubles 6-1, 6-2, and Terry Chatwin '63, won 6-3, 7-5, while Terry Chatwin '63, lost to Win Marston 6-4, 6-2.

MIT Wins By 6 Lengths

The second race was even less of a contest with Tech's third varsity lightweight winning in 7:18 and Dartmouth in 7:45. Six lengths separated the two, while Yale and Yale finished second, with five lengths separating the two. MIT-Freshman won 6-3, 7-5, while Terry Chatwin '63, lost to Win Marston 6-4, 6-2.
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